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Publishers Note

In the light of the oncoming WSF event, with its heavy NGO pres-

ence, there will be a renewed thrust ofbourgeois feminism pushed into
the progressive sections within the country. In the light of this, New
Vistas is coming forward with three new booklets on the Women's

Question in India that will put forward the socialist perspective on the
issue. These are mostly based on artrcles taken from the magazine
People's March.

The first booklet gives a revolutionary perspective to the women's
question in India and includes an example of a revolutionary women's
organisation, seen in the backward areas of Bihar and Jarkhand.

The second booklet deals with the question ofprostitution and the
attempts of the NGOs to legitimise it, to serve the needs of globalisation

and the vast tourist industry, by adopting the term sex-workers.
The thirdbooklet gives aliving example ofthe liberation ofwomen

through a revolution and socialist construction in once revolutionary
China. China was an acutely feudal and patriarchal society, and yet
through the communist movement and the later period of socialist con-
struction we find gigantic changes in the role ofwomen and their eman-

cipation. Of course once capitalism was restored after the death of
Mao, one of the first spheres to get affected was in the role of women.

We do hope these booklets will be useful in strengthening the
women's movement in the country and building it along correct lines,
away from the bourgeois ferninist approach of the foreign-firnded NGOs.
Please do send us your suggestions after reading them.

January 1,2004
New Vistas Publications

Printed at: R.K.Printers, Delhi



Part I

Wormen in the Ghlnese Revolution
1921-1950

Samyorup

The struggle for the transformation in the status of women in China
was closely connected with the struggle of the people of China against
feudalism and imperialist control. Their long struggle for self-assertion
within the family and society, against patriarchy, for the right to vote,
for free choice ofpartners and divorce, for property rights etc., drew
sustenance from the revolutionary movements in China. The move-
ment proceeded along azigzag path; it was attended with advances
and retreats. At times, women's rights movements strengthened revo-
lutionary sfuggles aimed at fundamental social transformation; at other
times, these were fed by revolutionary movements. There were also
tinresr particularly during the Anti-Japanese War (1937 -45), when the
needs ofthe national or social revolution took precedence over the
cause of the women's movements.

Mao Tsetung wrote that the Chinese people had three ropes
round their necks, but women had four: political authority, clan
authority, religious authority and the authority of the husband.
These authorities ernbodied the whole feudal and patriarchal ideology
and the social system. For thousands ofyears, political power in China,
whether in strave society or feudal society, had been closely associated
with the control of wornen. Neither did the women have any right over
properly, nor did they enjoy any independent decision-making power in
matters affecting the family and clan.

A woman was subjugated throughout her life to an unending se-

ries of authorities: her own mother and father, her husband's mother
and father, her husband, and finaliy, her son. The marriages were blind
marriages arranged by family heads in which neither the groom nor
the bride had any voice. Under this arrangement, the groom's family



paid a "body price" to the bride's family, implying thereby that they
are buying the young woman as a chattel and reimbursing her natal
farnily with the "bride price" for the expense ofraising her. The situa-
tion was such that divorce was next to impossible for an unhappy
wife. Even if her husband died, her in-laws retained control over her.
If she was allowed to leave her family and remarryr again, she would
first have to find out a new husband who was prepared to pay the

body price for her. But how could she get a new life-partner when
free-mixing between men and women was unthinkable in society? If
she simply sought to get a divorce and be free, she could not do so

because being economically dependent, she could never pay the body
price necessary to secure her freedom. Marriage was such a terrible
prospect for women that in some places they formed sisterhoods, com-
posed of maidens who vowed never to marry.

One of the important elements peculiar to the feudal society of
China was the custom of foot-binding imposed on the Chinese women
in many parts of the country" This custom is attributed to the second

ruler of the Tang dynasty, Li Yu (937-978) who is supposed to have
compelled his favourite Yaoning to dance to the image of a lotus flower.
Footbinding, introduced in the I lth century, spread from the ranks of
the aristocracy to those of modest means and much of the peasantry.

This operation is performed on the eve of the fifth birthday of girls, by
their mothers. The toes are bent under the soles of the feet and the

broken feet are then bound with bandages-an operation that lasts 10

to 15 years. This inhuman physical suffering leads to the tuming of the
young girl into a fetish, an object oflove. These bound feet or "golden
lily" in the eyes of the poets, becomes the erotic part of the female
body, so much so that Tang painters depict a woman's genitals but
never a crippled foot. After her marriage, this bound foot gains for her
the recognition and respect of the in-laws because this is an undeni-
able proofofher capacity to suffer and obey.

In feudal China, as in other feudal societies, women, particularly'
rural women, were regarded as an object, whose body and mind were
under the control of patriarchy. Confucian ideology perpetuated the

dornination of men over wornen.Laler, Confucious formulated more
codes of conduct for women. How feudal China looked at women is

evident from the following formulation;'Having married a cock she
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must follow the cock; having married a dog she must follow the

dog; having married a carrying pole she must carry it for life-'
In fact, women constituted so important an element of the feudal

system, that any atternpt to emancipate women could only result in the

entire restructuring of the whole social pyramid and a tremendous

change in outlook towards women as also in the correlation of forces

struggling for power. In fact, the history of the women's move-

ments in China had always been closely connected with the his-

tory of revolutionary movements. Chinese women took an active

role in a large number of rebellions and movements of other types

alongwithmen.
There were special contingents of women in the Taiping army

duringthe Taiping rebellion ( I 85 I -64) as also among the Boxers dur-

ing the Boxer rebr:llion of 1900. While Jean Chesneaux attributes the

presence of rebel rvomen in large numbers to the weakening of the

feudal structure due to the intensification of the feudal crisis, Julia

Kristeva suggests that the daughters of the Ta.rist Boxers took part in
military and political struggles because ofthe lirnited freedom accorded

to wornen in non-Han, non-Confucian families. Women took part in
the Reform Movement of 1898 which demanded, among other things,

the right to education for women and the unbinding of their feet. Bour-
geois revolutionary efforts led by Sun Yat-sen also attracted many

women like Chiu Chin who published the first "Wornen's Journal",
organized the"Restoration Arrny" in Chekiang, attempted to assassi-

nate the governor and was executed in 1907. Battalions of women

were organized during the Revolution of 1911 when demands

were raised for women's right to education, "to make friends"
to marry hy free choice of partners and to participate in govern-
ment.

After the establishment of the Republic in 1912, a new type of
movement developed which gave Chinese feminism its militant char-

acter. The activists stood against patriarchy, and fought for the equal-

ity of men and women. Influenced by westem suffragettes, as also by

the fight against a feudal patriarchal socic'ty, this rnovement, urban in

nature, drew its followers from such organizations as the Shanghai

Social Club for Women's Suffrage, the militant Women's Society, the

Female Alliance, the Women's Organization for Peace, and the



Women's Citizens' society-all of which formed a coordinating coun-
cil and prepared a list of objectives which were to be adopted dr.rring
the May 4 Movement of 1919. The militancy of Chinese women
was displayed in no uncertain degree when some feminists and
their supporters, Iike the women sulTragattes of England be-
fore, stormed a Republican Parliament in 1913, srnashing win-
dows and injuring several guards. The May 4 Movement charn-
pioned all these ideas and spread them throughout the country.

The people who gave leadership in the Chinese revolution also
took an active part in championing women's causes during the May 4
Movement. The New People's Study Society, which Mao Tsetung
f,ormed in Hunan, became one of the most radical student organiza-
tions, and most of, its merrbers eventually joined the Socialist youth
Corps. Early response, even during pre-communist days, to the
women's issue, underlined the linkbetween the position of women and
the key issues relating to social revolution in China. Some of Mao,s
early articles on these issue dealt with the suicide of three young girls.

In'A Crilique of Miss Chao's Suicide', he rvrote: "...A suicide
is determined enlirely by the environment. Was Miss Chao's origi-
nal intention lo die? No, it was not. On the conlrary, it was to live.
Yet herfinal decision to die was forced by her environmenf.,, Miss
Chao's marriage was arranged by her parents and the match-maker in
November l9l9 much to her dislike. Her parents refused either to
undo the marriage or to postpone the wedding date. On the day of
wedding as she was being raised aloft in the bridal chair to be deliv-
ered to the home of the groom, she slrt her throat with a dagger. Mao
called upon women to join the whole human race against cannibalistic
feudal morality: "Since we qre all human beings, why shauldn't we
be able to vote? And we are all human beings, why shouldn't we
mix freely together?" While in ordinary circumstances, this inci-
dent might have gone unnoticed, during the social ferment and
the intellectual awakening of the May 4 Nlovement it becarne
Changsha's biggest news stories of the year. This suicide was
the subject of at least nine impassioned articles by Mao. These
are important because the rnessage that gradually emerges out
of them is that the rnovement for women,s emancipation is an
integral part of the struggle for social transformation.
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The fundamental question was: Should the Chinese Communists
recognise and support the existence of a separate women's move-
ment dealing only with their specific demands; or should the women's
question be treated as one of the important elements of the broader
question of social revolution, and hence the women's movement be

under the guidance of the CPC? The formation of the CPC in 1921,

and the spread ofrevolutionary movement, brought the women's move-
ment to the fore. The communists recognised that women were con-
fronted with some specific problems peculiar to their social position
and these made them the most oppressed section among the oppressed

classes in feudal China. Thus the battle for women's emancipation
was closely tied up with the battle for social revolution in which they
fought side by side with men. Howeve-, patriarchy was so much em-
bedded within Chinese society, even within members of the CPC, as

the Party was soon to discover, as to affect joint struggles against
common enemies in future.

The relation between the CPC and the various feminist groups

was more of struggle than of unity. Although the Party leaders
recognised their demands for equality as just, these groups, mainly
consisting of urban, educated women, were also criticised for being
westernised, bourgeois elitists who failed to integrate with the women
workers and poor masses, and ignored the need for revolution. These

feminists concentrated too much on sexual politics, identified men as

the oppressor rather than assailing the ruling classes and the entire
man-eating system as the root causp ofboth male and female oppres-
sl0n.

The first official move of the CPC in this field, in response
to the growing solidarity of women, was to set up a special
women's department at the Second Party Congress held in 1922

in order to organise and lead women in revolutionary politics.
This department was directed by Hsing Ching-yu, one of Mao's fellow
student-activists from Hunan and the only woman on the.Cental Com-
mittee of the CPC. The Party included in its list of objectives "the
unlimited right to vote for all workers and peasants, regardless of
sex", protection for female and child labour and the abolition of
all restrictions on women. It also espoused such democratic demands
of feminist groups as the right to self-determination in marriage, equal



husband-wife relations, equal rights to vote, hold office and education.
Hsing was instrumental in bringing large sections of women belonging
to these groups within the fold of the CPC, thereby channelling the

movement into a socialist direction. She was executed by the
Kuomintang (KMT) in 1928. She was admired asthe"Grandmother
of the Revolution."

In the early days, the Women's Department's concentration on

the task of organrsing women workers reflected the CPC's urban strat-
egy of revolution as influenced by the Comintern. The first strike by
women workers occurred in 24 silk factories of Shanghai in 1922 in

w,hich 20,000 joined and demanded a I 0-hour working day and 5 cents

wage-increase per day. The first rally of women, under parly leader-

ship, was held on Wlmen's Day (8 March) of 1924 in Canton, where
a group of girl students and women workers raised slogans: "Down

with imperialism", "Dotvn with warlords", "Same work sarne pay",
"protection for child labour and pregnarut nrothers", "Equal edu-
cation", "Abolish child brides and polygamy", "Prohibit the buy-
ing of slave girls and the taking of concubines", "Formulate a

child protectian law " . These anti-imperialist and anti-feudal slogans
echoed throughout the country and ushered in a new phase in the
women's movement.

During the CPC-KMT alliance (1923-27),two separate women's
departments existed parallely---one ofthe CPC, the other of the KMT.
The KMT-led department had nothing to do with social revolution; it
only demanded equal rights for women and freedom in marriage and

divorce, abolition of legal slavery of women and girls through the pur-
chase-marriage system, prohibition of footbinding etc. The CPC-KMT
alliance was ternrinated in 1927 by Chiang Kai-shek, who organized
one of the most gruesome bloodbaths in which thousands of women
also lost their lives. The KMT then tried to re-impose Confucianism
through the New Life Movement in the 1930s.

The CPC, or at least a section of it, began to realise tt.e futility of
its strategy of urban insurrections based on the Soviet model and tumed
its attention to the peasantry and peasant women. The failure of the
rising of the Shanghai workers, the massacres perpetrated by the KMT
in Nanking, Canton and other places, the failure of the uprisings at
Nanchang, the autumn harvest uprising, etc- all having taken place in
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1927-forced Mao Tsetung, Chu Teh and others to gather on the

Chingkang Mountains and set up base areas covering Hunan, Kiangsi

and Fukien provinces in Central-Southeastem China.

The primary task of the party and the Red Army in the base areas

was to fight off the KMT-led "encirclement and suppression" cam-

paigns, and throughout the Kiangsi -Sovietpeiod(1929-34), women in

the base areas were on rear-area support for the war effort. Although
there was generally no direct participation of women in the war, there

were also some exceptions to it. Kang Ke-ching joined the Red Army
in western Kiangsi in 1928 and later married Chu The. There were

100 other young women who came to Kiangsi with the Red Army. A
regular fighting unit of women was also active in Szechuan, and it later
joined Chang Kuo-Tao's arfil)/ on the Long March. The Party's
women's department championed women's rights theoretically for a
long time, but it was in a position to formulate and implement a con-

crete policy only after the Party and the Red Army set up base areas

on the Chingkang Mountains.
The section 'Family law' in the'Civil Code' of the KMT

upheld the principle of the equality of the sexes and the conclu-
sion of marriage and divorce by mutual consentl this law, as is

quite-natural, existed on paper only, because such a change in
the superstructure is meaningless unless it is accompanied by
a genuine anti-feudal struggle, which the I(MT was incapable
of launching. The communist legislation of the Kiangsi Soviet
in 1930 was far more specific in its forrnulation, and was en-

forced immediately on millions of men and women settled in
the base areas. In his "Report of an investigation into the Peas-

ant Movement in Hunan" (1927), Mao stressed the need of three
kinds of struggle: against political power, clan power and theo-

cratic power, and in the case of women, a lburth kind, that against
oppressive husbands.

As the Chairman of the Kiangsi Soviet, Mao promoted"a Marriage
Decree (1930), which says : "....men without wives may take the

liberty of finding a wfe as quickly as possible and women with-
out husbands may take the liberty of finding a husband as quickly

as possible". In the Plan of Action on the Women's Issue, drawn up

at the plenum ofthe Central Committee of the CPC (3 March 1931), it
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was stated: "....soviet political principles must be applied to women
in order to destroy the legal norms of the old society, to oppose
the exploitative relationships of the feudal family etc, and to guar-
antee women's equality with rnen and permit them to acquire civil
rights..." Article I of the Land Law stated in reference to confiscated
lands of landlords: "Hired farm hands, coolies and toiling labour-
owners shall enjoy equal rights to land allotments irrespective of
sex".

Kristeva points out that the Marriage Resolution (1931) helped
eliminate at least the patriarchal authority of the clan system. It
authorised free choice of partners, prohibited marriage between rela-
tives through the fifth generation, as well as between so called 'piao'
cousins (i.e. 'relatives cf the same generation other than those to whom
one is connected exclusively by males') in the maternal lineage-a
provision which struck at the system of cian isolation by arranged
marriage between relatives. The provision of 'free divorce' ensures
the economic security of women. The Regulation also abolished the
distinction between legitimate and illegitimate children.

It is pertinent to note that the Marriage Regulations were passed
in the face of stiff opposition from within. Kay Ann Johnson suggests
that the passing of the Regulations was partly due to the arrival of the
underground wing of the Party from Shanghai, which "objected
strongly to the view and practices of sorne other Party groups in
Kiangsi who favoured the restriction of marriage and divorce
rights". The regulations also made it clear that upon divorce, the woman
retained her full property rights, larrd allotment and equal share ofany
property. The Marriage Law of April 1934 added more to the Kiangsi
document. Marriage and divorce between boys of twenty and girls of
eighteen and above were free. Mao insists that these must be regis-
tered, for that would serve as the means of protecting women against
patriarchal abuses.

This was legal recognition, and a development upon the
previous practice introduced by the CPC in the 1920s when
"Eight Mutuals" (pledge to love, to respect, to help, to en-
courage, to console, to have consideration, to have confidence
and mutual understanding) served as the basis of marriage
among young revolutionaries. The state at the same time assumed
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the right to intervene in matters relating to reproduction in order to

avoid anarchy. In one sense, this also irnplied some sort of controlled

sexuality. If the basis of marriage is free choice and the ' Eight Mutuals' ,

then there was no need to carry on secret love affairs.

In order to assess the impact of these measures one can refer to

the follov,,ing statement of Mao made in 1934: "In course of the four
and a half years of communist rule, one woman out of orue hun-

dred (in tlie Canton Changgang, district Xingguo) was married

three times. Before the arrival of the communists, on the other

hand, fifty per cent of the women in the Canton were carrying on

secret love affairs. Following the estab.lishment of Soviet power,

this figure has fallen by ten per cent....The reasons for this are :

first, the land-r.<form movement ; second, freedom of marriage
and divorce ; third, the importance of time dedicated to revolu'
tionary activity" " The 1934 law at the same time, prohibited polyan-

dry and polygamy as also marriage between relatives through the third
generation, and recognised de facto i.e., unregistered marriages. Af-
ter divorce, children were to be in the custody of the mother and the

father should contribute to their support. It is important to point out
that the adoption and enforcement of the policy of freedom in
marriage and divorce was never a smooth affair. First, this regu-

lation caused conflicts with the male peasants and partymen
whose traditional control oYer women and wives was thereby
threatened.

The Chinese revolution has proved tirne and again that the
process of remoulding one's thinking is a tortuous and difficult
one, that it is not at all easy to fight self-interest, bureaucratic
attitudes and patriarchal attitudes within oneself. That it is easier

to fight the enemy with the gun than to combat wrong outlook
and practices within oneself. Second, the traditional marriage sys-

tem was such that the would-be husband had to pay a bride-price to

get a wife. There were thus many poor plasants who eithqr could not

marry and remained single throughout tht:ir lives due to their inability
to pay the price, or they could get one, after much hardship. For them,

freedom in marriage was welcome because lhey need not have to pay

any bride-price for it. On the other hand, the right to divorce was a

matter of great concern, for in that case they might not only lose their



wives, but also their wives' land. Such poor peasants as also male
middle peasants were probably in the rnajority in the base areas"

The peasant resistance was reflected also in the debates over
organisation and form .l'he crucial question was whether there should
be separate women's associations or only a separate women's section
within the peasant association. The second path was supported by a

large number of male communists and even many young women
organisers. There were other problems as well. The Regulations ad-
vocated free choice ofpartners. But how could there be the exercise
of free choice when in many areas, free mixing among young boys
and girls was unthinkable. Moreover, the women organisers also en-
countered stiff resistance not only from men, but also from older, con-
servative v/omen. T'he sight of 'skange' women walking freely about
the village, talking to skangers andpreaching"immoral doctrines like
free love scandalised many villagers. In many places, women organisers
had to be withdrawn in the face of conservative opposition, and there
were reports about young women being beaten r,tp and even killed by
angry members of the families.

Johnson has relerred to "excesses" of another kind. Some male
cadres criticised traditional restrictions on women as a means to fur-
ther exploit and sexually abuse women. Some members of the com-
munist youth in the soviet districts of Fukien forced women to sleep
with men pell-mell under the pretext of combating feudalism. Again, in
some areas of .Iuichin, widows were forced to remarry within five
days of a husband's death. Although these deviations were condemned
in rnany Parly documents, these also provided the means in the hands
of the critics to criticise the movement. Although the women's teams
had to make a retreat in some areas, there were also areas were they
boldly stood up under the banner of the Women's Association.

It was the struggle for the attainment of women's liberation
not only from the clutches of the landlords, but also from the
oppression of their husbands and domestic seclusion. William
Hinton, who lived in I-ong Bow village, observed that many
women realised that it was impossible to talk of the liberation
of women without the defence of the soviet areas against the
KMT armies and without the successful transformation of soci-
ety. Jack Belden has given a graphic and moving account of how
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pain, anguish and despair of Chinese womanhood by joy' pride

ana nope was a phenomenon of the most tremendous signifi-

cance.
The stage of the anti- after the

Long March (16 October in a new

historical situation and the lism took

needs. The liberation of women, particularly the right to divorce' was

temporarily suspended because of, as Mark Selden writes' "its poten-

tially divisive ffict"-
In order to meet the growing need for production and make up the

shortage of labour, the CPC decided to involve women in production

as couriers and occasionally backed up regular troops'

ll



if their husbands agreed. The suspension of the struggle for women,s
emancipation came in for criticism from the women themselves.

In 1942, the conflict between party policy and women members

society they were pitied, in the present one they were condemned
for a predicament nct of their own making,,.

tion here between the Parry policy and the fight for women,s emanci-
pation, as at least a section of the women-activists perceived it. To the
Pafi, during the period of the anti-Japanese war, the principal contra-
diction changed from one between feudarism and the broad masses of
the chinese people, into one between the chinese nation on the one
hand, and Japanese imperialism and their domestic allies on the other.
This necessitated the suspension of the anti-feudal struggle to some
extent, as many feudal landowners as also the KMTbecame the allies
of the CPC in the anti ation, accord_
ing to the CPC's offici emancipation
could not proceed at a iance with the

peasant men constituted the main fighting
on war, the Party could not afford to ignore
ights.

Aa,:important landmark was the first candidates and voters. In
1941, women wbre elected to fill g% of the seats in township councils,
including over region-wide elections in the base areas in ti4ir during
which there was a campaign for women's rights. An editorial in the
June 20, l94l issue of Chieh-fang, Jih-pao urged women to play an
active role in the election movement. Needless to rnention, ttre gains
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achieved by women were the products of a long struggle against patri-
archal ideology as reflected in various forms of opposition from within
the Parly and people, particularly men. In some places, the women
who were most outspoken and acted as organisers, were often de-
nounced as disreputable and immoral because they had broken tradi-
tional codes of behaviour, social and sexual. "The virtuous women
were not militant and the militant women were not virtuous,,, as
Isabel and David cook noted about women's militancy. Even within
the CPC, the progress in womenrs liberation was more striking
in combat areas were women quickly assumed vital military,
political and economic responsibility than it was in the rear ar-
eas. Sometimes, local cadres also raised obstacles, when their per-
sonal interests were involved. The cadres either did not implement
reforms or put up all sorts of obstacles to their implementation. For the
women, they could not enjoy the rights they had already got legally.
while the Party policy gave women the right to own land in their own
name, many women were unable to realise the full benefits of land
reform, for it raised issues conceming women's role within the family
and society"

It is interesting to point out that the revolt against patriarchy took
many forms. The beating of the oppressive and unrepentant husbands
by members of the'Women's Association, open trial of husbands or
father-in-laws in people's court, stormy debates at meetings for secur-
ing their rights, etc., were some of the new methods to attain non-
traditional results. There were also othermethods .In village Tinghsu,
Shanshi province, eiections were held in 1943, but women were not
allowed to vote. The women rebelled, refused to recognise the new
village chief and demanded re-election and their right to vote. when
the men laughed at the idea, the women adopted a traditional method
to achieve a non-traditional result. They simply refused to sleep with
their husbands. The men surrendered to this kind of pressure and were
f,orced to allow a new election. This method of exproiting the sexual
urge of the husbands to realise their dernands was, though effective,
rather crude. Victory attained thereby could only be temporary in na-
ture unless it is accompanied by ideological persuasion. However, one
can also interpret it from a different angle. The women's decision was
a negation ofmarital sexual relationships so long as their just demands

l3



remained unfulfilled. The election was an extremely contested one

and women were able to capture the office of the Vice-Chief of the

village and the offiee of the head of the Education Bureau.

The broad overturning movement brought for the rural women a

new meaning of life. They could now throw out their chests, hold tlreir

heads high and looked eye to eye to anybody' Teng Ying chao, one of
the leaders of the women's movement, related how the attitude of the

rural people towards "body" girls change d: "It was aruusing to watch

the excitement when a baby was expected, for children were also

given their share and everyone would be hoping the baby would

be born in time. The father and grandfather would stand outside

asking anxiously, 'Is it boru, is it born?' IV'here once they would

have been saying, 'Is ;t a boy?' It was interesting to notice how

the conception of women's inferiority began ta disappear- Peas-

ants began to say, Now. Daughters are just as good as sons-"
Teng Ying chao, the wife of Chou En-lai, had her own story to tell'

Like many other women, the May 4 Movement stimulated her to ac-

tion when her national feelings were outraged by the presentation of
the infamous'Twenty-one Demands' to China by Japan. She came

out ofher classroom at the age ofsixteen to organise girl-students and

house-wives of Tientsin into a patriotic society. She organised the

women's movement in Tientsin, published a weekly called Women's

Stars, j oined the Young Communist League of China in 1924 and be-

came a communist in 1925. She was one of the thirty women who

tookpart in the Long March from the beginning to the end and under-

went all the rigours ofunderground life. During the Long March, they

acted as nurses and collected provisions for the peasants, explaining to

them what they were and what they stood for.

One of the first acts of the People's Republic of China was the

abolition of prostitution in 1949. The Chinese brothels had an existence

of 2,700 years far surpassing those in the Netherlands which had the

longest period of history in the flesh trade of Europe. The licensed

prostitutes--euphemistically called the "Mist and Flower Maidens"

and the worst victims of social oppression-were treated in the refor-

matories. There they received education, taught the real meanings of
life, the difference between the old and the new society. Chen Chin-

yang, one of those oppressed women, while describing her four-month-
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experience in the reformatory of Dymphna Cusack, said that it was
"the happiest time in my life".

The most important development towards womenrs eman-
cipation was the announcement of the Marriage Law of May l,
1950 by Mao. It was the logical culmination of previous regula-
tions and struggles. The general principle is explained in Arlicle I :

"The qrbitrary and cornpulsory feudal marriage systern, which is
based on the superiority of men over women, and which ignores
the interests of children is abolished. The 'New Democratic Mar-
riage System', based on free choice of partners, on monogemy,
on equal rights for both sexes and on protection of the lawful
interests of women and Children, shall be put into effect". The
Marriage Law of 1950 and the l.rter additions to it gave more
rights to women than western bourgeois law could do. f irst, it
does not recognise the 'head of household', and accords equal
status to husband and wife in the family. (Article VII). Second,
not only may a women retain her maiden name (Article XI) af-
ter marriage, but her children have the right to take her name
rather than her husband's" Third, a rnan does not have the right
to apply for divorce during his wife's pregnancy and until a year
after the birth of the child but the wife may (Article XVI[).
After divorce, the mother normally gets the custody of the nurs-
ing of the child (Article XX). Fourth, the housework of the house-
wife is also considered socially valuable and a forrn of compen-
sation is also provided by Article X which entitles the wife to an
equal share of family property. The Marriage Law popularly
known as Divorce Law made divorce very easy. It is granted
immediately where both parties agree, and after an attempt at
reconciliation if only one party wants it.

That there was a great social demand for divorce, most likely form
the side of uromen, is reflected in the increasing number of divorces
over the years foilowing the passing of the Marriage Law. In 1950,
1,86,167 divorces were registered. In 1951, it rose to 4,09,500. In 1953,
the figure stood at 8,23,000. Afterthat itrose into millions. The initial
spurt in divorce cases was halted in the following years. In a people's
commune near Nanking, named T'ong Jin, which had 30,000 inhabit-
ants, there had been only one divorce in eight years following the Cul-
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tural Revolution. This was mainly because a new generation had al-
ready come up which chose their own life-partners freely and had no
reason to quarrel over property also. Even if conflicts arose, these

could be patched up by mutual discussion or friendly intervention by
comrades.
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Part II

Women in Socialist Ghina

"TIte emancipation of women and their equality with men are
impossible, and remain so, as long as women are excluded from
social production and restricted to domestic labour. The emanci-
pation becomes feasible only when women are enabled to take
part extensively in social productioq". This is one of the best-known
passages from Engels' writings on women's liberation. Lenin explained
it further when he remarked: " The main task is to draw women into
socially productive labour, to liberate lhem from 'damestic sla-
very', to free them from their stultifying and humiliating subjuga-
tion to the eternal drudgery of the kitchen and the nltrsery".

The New Democratic Revolution of 1949 put an end to the anti-
feudal and anti-imperialist struggle ofthe people ofChina and ushered
in a new stage of struggle, i.e., the stage of Socialist Revolution. The
Marriage Law of 1950, which was introduced by the People's Repub-
lic of China was an essential change in the realm of superstructure. It
established and implemented, besides otherthings, the principle of free
choice of life partners and divorce. However, many things still re-
mained to be done in the realm of superstructure, particularly in the
ideas and thinking of the people. The battle against patriarchy did not
come to end with the revolution of 1949. The birthmarks of the old
society cannot disappear so easily or automatically; what is required is
some conscious effort on the part of the people. And that is precisely
the reason why Mao had to initiate the Cultural Revolution. In the new
situation, some of the old contradictions disappeared, while some oth-
ers remained; on the other hand, many new contradictions appeared.
Some of those questions were directly connected with women's lib.
eration. We will seek to analyse how the struggle for women's eman-
cipation progressed through twists and tums during the period Mao
was at the helm of affairs.



Immediately after liberation, women workers were held up to all
women as models to admire and emulate. Books, articles and reports

in the daily press praised women in industrial production as diverse as

textile production and tailoring, coal mining, steel-smelting and engine-

driving. In the mid-1950s, however, there was a distinct change in the

tone of such literature. Articles eulogising the housewife appeared

with increasing frequency. Women's role as a l-rome-maker, wife, and

mother received unprecedented attention. The house-wife was shown

as contributing to society through her husband and family by acting as

a sort of (unpaid) service worker for those who participated in produc-

hon.

At conferences of womefi's dependents, discussions continued to

consider how wives co'rld best rnaintain their husbands' morale and

preserve their strength for their jobs by protecting them from any prob-

lems at home. Even the series of fashion and beauty features which

appeared in Women in China in 1955 can be seen as the same broad

movement to 'feminise' women to a reactionary domestic model. This

particular aspect of the movement was short-lived and was replaced

by the economy drive of 1956'57 when the slogan was "build the

country up economically, manage the household thriftily', Women were

told that if they eliminated waste at the level of the individual house-

hold, they would make a great contribution to the national economy.

Many speeches at the Third National Congress of Women in 1957

shows that these were supposed to be the concerns of women-work

at that time.
At one level, the campaign to confer more social prestige on house-

wives may be understood as an attempt to raise the sinking self-es-

teem of housewives who, in the early 1950s began to feel isolated and

excluded from the major concern of the new society. At another level,

the changes in policy towards women may be seen as an aspect of the

struggle between Maoist and Liuist political lines. A women's Red

Guard newspaper of 1966 was very critical of the way in which the

slogan ,Build the country up economically, manage the household thrift-

ily' had been used. It claimed thai ;he slogan was based on a line from

a speech by Mao Tse-tung in which he said that the country relied

particularly on the women's organisations to promote household thrift,
but that it had been taken out of context. In the same speech he had
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listed many other more explicitly political tasks for the women's move-
ment, yet the phrase 'manage the household thriftily' had been picked
out and made to stand on its own as a slogan.

The roots of the campaign to glorify housework actually depended
on the objective condition. flnemployment was a major problem in the

Chinese cities in the 1950s. It was limited in part by the capital-inten-
sive nature of development, strongly oriented towards healy indus-
try-a mark of Soviet strategy of development. Residual unemploy-
ment was aggravated by sporadic waves of seasonal unemployment.
The campaign reached its height when pressure was put even on some

employed women to retire. It was argued by some leading members

of the Parly that just as the old and the sick should retire, so should
women with difficulties should reti'e from workforoe. The who tried
to resist retuming to housework were also criticised. Whatever the

reason, this principle of the 'cult of the housewife' was in sharp con-
trast to Lenin's condemnation of its unproductive, stultiffing drudgery
and Mao's policy of women holding up 'half the sky'. However, the
campaign to induce women to retire was not sustained: it was swept

away during the Great Leap Forward.
One of the first steps to attain the goal of women's emancipation

wad naturally their physical participation in the process ofproduction,
which would make them economically independent and have reper-
cussions in the cultural superstructure. The Question is: were they
employed in all those sectors where men were also employed? [n fact,
the presence of women were felt more in light industry and work of
particular types than in heavy industry and all other types. For ex-
ample, at Peking No.3 State Cotton Mill, employing 6,400 workers, 70
o/oarewomen; atWusihNo.l State Silkfactory, 80 % ofthe workforce
is female. But at the agricultural Machinery Factory in Hsiang, Shansi,

only 16%o were women, while only men were assigned to work in the
commune-owned coal-mine at a production brigade. This started to
change by degrees for the better when women consciously got rid of
these shackles. In fact, one aspect of the feudal mentality which held
women in subordinate position was the idea that there were certain
things which could not do. The mass entry of women into social pro-
duction, under the general slogan 'anything men can do a woman can

do also', is a living refutation of this conception. [n Tientsin, for ex-
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ample, women workers in pre-liberation days were mainly employed
in textile and light industry. They had in the early 1970s entered areas

of heavy industry from which they were forrrterly excluded, like ma-

chine building, power and transport. In the countryside, female partici"

pation in agricultural production has helped to undermine such long-

held assumptions as that 'potatoes women plant won't sprout' and

'melons wornen plant are bitter'. Such assumptions, reinforced by
patriarchal and clan authority and power, had kept women out of pro-

duction (particularly in North China) for centuries.

Women in China took great strides in their own liberation from the

shackles of their feudal existence and made a tremendous contribution

to every stage of the revolution. It is for this very reason that anything,

which attempts to hold them back or implies the reversion of their
newly-won independence has to be constantly exposed and criticised.
The significance of the movement to criticise Lin Piao and Confucius
is that it provides a general political context within which this work of
exposure can be carried out with intensity, and where political conclu-

sions can be reached. In November 1974, the People's Daily pttb'
lished an article by the theory study group ofthe Tien Chun Commune

and criticising group of Peking and TsinghuaUniversity, which gives

some indications of the sorts of issues involved. They write:
'In collective production, some units iiave not done enough in car-

rying out the principle of 'equal pay for equal work among the sexes'.

This is bound to affect women' s initiative in participating fully both in
revolution and production...It should be realised that carrying out the

principle of 'equal pay for equal work' is by no means a trivial thing of
arguing for a few work points, but a serious issue concerned with the

total liberation of women, concemed with firmly applying the economic

policy laid down by Chairman Mao, and also concemed with a down-
right cut-off from the traditional idea of Confucianism.

'In the aspect of family life, the remnant influence of husband

authority...is also in existence. Some couples take part in collective
production, work together, and yet do not share household work. There

is still the phenomenon that 'women go home to cook meals, feed the

pigs and shut up the chickens, whilst men go home to smoke their
pipes wait for food and drink'. Some even laugh at those comrades
who help their housewives with their housework.
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'In the aspect ofsocial convention and custom even rnore perni-
cious Confucian ideas linger on...For example, preferring a baby son
to a baby daughter, sayings like 'more sons, more well-being', 'without
sons there is no happiness', 'a family with only daughters is a dead-
end family'; the notion that'marriages must have dowries', 'there is
no friendship without money being exchanged' and the idea of 'study
to become an official'.

Such ideological stnrggle generates immense vitality and involve-
ment.

In 1980-81, Margery Wolf visited China, met many women and
recorded her observations on the basis of her interviews. In course of
her conversations, one teacher of a nursery school in Peking remarked
that it was men, not women, who did atl the innovations. While one can
accept that men played a dominant role in the majority of these inno-
vations, it is definitely wrong to suggest that women had no role to
play, at least in Maoist China. Michael Opper has described in detail
horv in 1966, a group of 9 enterprising women workers built up a rnet-
allurgical factory on their own to produce spare parts for adjoining
factorie s with iron oxide waste. Youn g Mongolian women of Ushenchao
Commune showed rernarkable initiative and leadership when they
through tremendous efforts halted the extension of desert regions to
grazing lands by successfully planting sand sage brush in the desert"
One can multiply such instances.

As women became activetry absorbed in the struggle f,or social
transformation, the idea of a new 'rnodel woman' emerged. This new
woman, unlike the 'housewife' ofthe 1950s, was not confined to home;
she actively takes part in the rnost difficult and hard work like men. trn
the vast agricultural tract of Tachai, there were stories of 23 young
girls--popularly called "Girls of Iron" who always undertook the most
difhcult and arduous tasks.

The question of women's liberation was closely connected with
the question ofbirth control and family plamring. Oral pills, male con-
traceptives, introduction of a ring made of stainless steel in uterus,
intra-uterine devices (nylon), vasectomy are some of the methods which
were of use in many areas. The objectives of birth control are tied up
with the emancipation of women: with her participation in productlon
and her economic and political equality; with her own raised intellec-
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tual level and consciousness; with better health for all, smaller famt-

lies, and healthy ones, in a society where public spiritedness and a

sense of sharing enmeshes ever are all collectivisedly one. In this true

liberation of woman she has to be freed ofbiological weaknesses, and

birth control becomes part of the total programme of her own total

equality.
There is no doubt that there will be no full equality for women

without the socialisation of child-care and cooking. Ellen Leopold ob-

sen/es that in many areas this process had started. In the 1970s, as he

writes, husbands now do a much greater share of the cooking and

child-care. Laundry, bathing, sewing and mending facilities are all

collectivised for political as well as economic reasons. Like the state

provisions for child care facilities, these services further socialise the

formerly private burdens of the individual household. In cities,

neighbourhood committees had heiped to redirect the focus of many

women from household to community management. Problems of the

individual family, borne largely by the wife, have been reformuiated as

responsibilities of the social collective. Neighbourhood committees pay

special attention to single parent families, families with a disabledpar-

ent, and to older people living alone. They involve them socially in

productive or leisure activities and provide help with domestic chores.

But 'serving the people' in this way is not a form of charity that

capitalises on the 'natural' <lisadvantages of some members of the

community. It is a conviction that human development cannot help but

improve the welfare of the collective by irnproving the welfare of each

individual within it" Neighbourhood committees also organise activities

for children after school and during holidays. This often takes the form

of,productive community work-snow and street clearing, fly exter-

mination, street decorations for local festivals, repair work for revolu-

tionary veterans. Developing a community identity from an early age

eliminates the causes of vandalism and public neglect. But at the same

time, it also reduces the prolonged interdependence between children

and their natural mothers. Chinese children leam early to trust all adults.

socialised virtually from infancy, they do no often display pathological

fears of outsiders; adults are simply all 'aunts and uncles'. In this con-

text, western insistence on the exclusive commitment of the mother to

the emotional development of her child appears as simply another jus-
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tification for keeping women at home.
The Chinese have always maintained that the liberation of women

couldn't be achieved in isolation, but in a component part of the prole-
tarian revolution. The conflict between sexes is defined as a 'non-
antagonistic contradiction' that is one among 'the people' which is to

be solved through patient education. The liberation of women is not
just the exclusive concem of the women's movementbut of all bodies
and people in China. The precise nature of the relation of the women's
movement to the wider revolutionary movement has tended to divide
the women's movement around this question; Which should come first,
class struggle or the struggle between sexes? The tension between

these two points of view came to a head on the eve of the Cultural
Revolution.

In the early t 960s there was a strong tendency within the women's
movement to think of women's liberation as an isolated cause in itself
and one in which its members could solve their personal problems,
decide their own priorities in public and domestic life and work out
their own personal relationships without reference to the form which
the political and economic system takes. The critics of this view ar-
gued that the wornen's magazines debated questions such as "What
should be the criteria in choosing a husband?" and "What do women
live for?" as if the future shape and colour of society were irrelevant
and problems were peculiar to 'abstract' and 'above-class' women.
They pointed out that if the question of women was prirnarily viewed
as a sex distinction it became entangled in a web of circular arguments

founded on their 'natural duties, functions or blessings'. They main-
tained that though the special oppression women their separate

organisation, women did not form a separate class however the term
was defined, but belonged to different classes the nature of which
determined their particular and social attitudes. That is, there was no
viewpoint, which was peculiar to men or women. Women besides be-
ing made aware of their own oppression had also to be aware of their
class interests.

The above rnentioned controversy between the prirnarily bour-
geois and socialist points ofview on the relevance ofpolitical or eco-
nomic systems for women's complete emancipation culminated in the
virtual disbandment ofthe Women's Federation in1966-67. During the
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Cultural Revolution the govemment set about to involve women di-
rectly in the same political and vocational framework as men. Women
did play a very significant role in the Cultural Revoiution, but there is
also evidence that many associations and enterprises felt that so long
as overall revolutionary aims were fulfilled there was no need to pay
particular attention to the position of women. Since work in every field
involved women, it was thought that it would be enough to involve
women in every field! Women in many areas once more felt the need

for their separate organisation and it was the recognition of this need
that was responsible for this rebuilding of the women's movement in
the 1970s. The local women's federations had been re-established with
the avowed aims of giving more attention to public and political ques-

tions, undertakrng politic"l study, participating in class struggle, involv-
ing more peasant and working women in their organisation as well as

safeguarding the rights and interests of women. By the end of 1973
most provinces and municipalities had held representative conferences
in preparation for the Sixth National Congress of Women.

The women's movetrnent in China then was, a continuing move-
ment. It was recognised that women have not yet reached a position
of equality or developed their full potential. As Mao Tse-tung, Soong
Ching- ling and others made it clear, the need for a women's move-
ment will continue until the social transformation of society was com-
plete. Not only is women's liberation a componentpart of the proletar-
ian revolution, but they are interdependent. The success of each is
seen to be dependent on the achievement of the other. What had been
particularly impressive in Maoist China is the constantrecognition and
considerat^cn given to the position of women at all government leveis.
In the last resort, however, it had been the struggle within individual
families, villages and factories, which could only be carried out by the
wornen themselves that had been responsible for their achievements.
In this respect, the separate establishment of the organised women's
moventent, its programmes and work methods, have played a key role
in establishing their separate identity and raising the self-confidence of
individual women. It was out of this confidence that women had found
the strength to exercise their collective will.

The death of Mao tn 197 6 was followed immediately by the arrest
of Chiang Ching, Chang Chun-chiao, Yao Wen-yuan and Wang Hung-
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wen, who were denounced by the new leadership as the ,Gang of
Four', but who, in reality, constituted the core of the revolutionary
headquarters within the CPC. While still paying lip-service to Mao
Tse-tung Thought, the new leadership sought to urrdermine the gains
attained in course of the stmggle against capitalist restoration under
Mao's leadership. Besides other changes in the economic and political
spheres, the reactionary rulers of China under Teng Hsiao-ping, sought
to negate all those gains that directly affected the status of women.
contrary to the practice of involving women in all kinds of work with-
out neglecting their physiological problems, the new leadership started
to shift women to office work and also those which required lesser
skill' Delia Davin ('china Now', March-April 1982) writes that women
were "transferued from the task of driving trains lo 'more appro-
priate' ffice work in the railway bureau. Women as a group were
excluded from skilled jobs which conferred higher wages and sta-
tus to less skilled jobs which offered low wages. The signs of job-
stereotyping were noticeable in other areas also. In the textile and
handicraft industry, even in factories where the vasl majority of
the worlcforce was female, the supervisor tended to be male. Many
ads. conveyed stereotyped images of women as housewives and
mothers-reminiscent of the 'cult of the hourewife'of the 1950s-
lhe only people likely to operate washing machines, or as rapid
decorative consumers of cosmetics and other luxury ilems. There
were calendars, which exclusively portrayed women from classi-
cal beaulies of hislory to modern young women with perms and
wes ternis ed features" .

Males outnumbered females even at the stage ofprimary school
but the inequality sharpened as one moved up the system and was
greatest in elite institutes. Stereotyping images of girls was noticeable
in children's books, for example where girls were portrayed as playing
with dolls while boys handled action toys or girls were at a loss what to
do in some situations and boys gave the lead. kindergarten perfor-
mances showed the same tendency by casting all the boys as drivers
and all the girls as passengers or getting the girls to nurse their dolls
while theirboy-husbands go out to work.

Cultural forms are being used to spread decadent feudal and bour-
geois values. 'Beijing Review' repor-ted that a Japanese film .yearn-
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ing for Home' was shown on TV throughout the country. The film
depicted the lives of Japanese prostitutes in South-east Asia during

1900-1930. Replying to the criticism of those who said that certain

parts of those who said that certain parts of the dialogue and plot

reflecting scenes in the brothel would 'have a bad influence among the

young people', BRbluntly stated that 'it is not safe to keep people in a

safe,. The Peking opera returned to the old themes and started stag-

ing old operas lil<e 'The Drunken Beau[', which is about the emperor

and his concubines. The patronage ofdecadent culture and bourgeois

values was particularly noticeable in November 1980 when a semi-

official exhibition ofpaintings was held in Peking, many of whose ex-

hibits were female nudes. Preference for a male child has once again

reared its head especially in the rural areas with negative consequences

for the girl child. The women of china whose struggle for self-asser-

tion and emancipation had been proceeding aTongazigzag course along

with the consolidation of socialism during the Maoist era was stalled,

and the bourgeois leadership that seized power sought to establish the

old social order with a1l its muok, bloodshed and de-humanisation.

Mao once remarked that even !f capitalism was restored in China,

those forces would not be able to live in peace- Will the people of
china allow the present ruling clique to turn theirbeloved country into

an El Dorado to be ravages by foreign imperialism and domestic reac-

tion, or will they rise up in the true Maoist spirit, bombard the head-

quarters of reaction and hawkers of death and recapture political power

and march onward resolutely to build up a truly socialist society? Let

the East win again prevail over the West wind. Let the people of the

world respond to the great call Mao gave in 1970: "People of the

Wortd, (Jnite and Defeat the US aggressors and all their Running

dogs".
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The battle against patriarchy did not
come to an end with the revolution of
1949. The birthmarks of the old society
cannot disappear so eas ily or
automatically; what is required is some
conscious effort on the part of the
people. And that is precisely the reason
why Mao had to initiate the Cultural
Revolution. ln the new situation, some
of the old contradictions disappeared,
while some cthers remained; on the
other hand, many new contradictions
appeared. Some of those questions
were directly connected with women's
liberation.
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